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ABSTRACT. The legal rules applicable to aquisitive prescription in some particular area of the country and some
moment, constituted one of the problems that the instances had to face, the solutions that were pronounced are far
from being characterized as uniform. Considering the following legislative moments: the application of the
Romanian Civil Code of 1864 together with extending the civil law across the Carpathians, the application D.L. no.
115/1938, as well as Law no. 7/1996 coming into force, normative acts regulating aquisitive prescription in a
different way, controversies have arisen regarding the law which is applicable to a certain area of the country if
aquisitive prescription extends over two legislative epochs.
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The juridical character applicable to acquisitive prescription in the land book territories
has been one of the problems that judiciary instances were confronted, and the solutions
pronounced in these cases were far from being characterized as uniform.
More precisely, the issue of applicable law comes from succession in Transylvania and
Bucovina, of some regulations different for this juridical institution which essentially extends
over long periods of time which makes possible its beginning under the impact of a law and
accomplishing the circumstances respectively, producing its effects under the impact of another
law.
Neither the territories with real advertising through registers of transcriptions and
inscriptions are excepted form these law conflicts in time regarding the regulation of acquisitive
prescription considering that the coming into effect of Law no.7/1996.
Precisely, the law is arguable, on the one hand, concerning its transiting provisions and
on the other hand the fact that although it implicitly maintains acquisitive prescription in the
system of the Civil Law, it changes the field of real advertising, land register advertising in the
present day formula proves to be inconsistent with a series of aspects and regarding the
acquisitive prescription of the buildings.
Considering the following legislative moments: applying the Romanian Civil Code of
1864 together with extending the civil law over the Carpathians, applying D.L. no.115/1938 but
also the coming into effect of Law no.7/1996, normative acts regulating the acquisitive
prescription in a different way arguments arose about the applicable law in a certain territory of
the country, if the complex juridical fact leading to acquisitive prescription over two legislative
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epochs. In comparison with two moments, over the time, for certain historical regims, the
problem of solving some law conflicts was as follows :
a) from the local laws (Austrian and Hungarian) the Romanian Civil Law and D.L. no. 115/1938
arising in the moment of extending civil legislation in land register territories [1];
b) from the Romanian Civil Code and D.L. no. 115/1938 arising in the land register territories
along with applying the latter law;
c) from D.L. no. 115/1938 and Law no. 7/1996.
Solving each of these conflicts implies distinct analysis, the moment of the beginning of
running the term of acquisitive prescription being, in all the transitory provisions, the decisive
element.
In spite of all these, as simple as the legal solution may appear, the subsequent measure
is justified by a multitude of situations (determined not only by the temporal element of the
beginning of the acquisitive prescription term which gave rise to the problem of including them
in the transitory norm hypothesis and, of course, by the diversity of approaching and solutions
they received).
Solving some Law Conflicts between the Romanian Civil Code of 1864 and D.L. no.
115/1938, for the historic territories of land registers
D.L. no. 115/1938 was applied in Bucovina on the 15th of October [2] and in
Transylvania on the 12th of July 1947 [3].
The problem of legislative subordination of the acquisitive prescription begun after the
application of the D.L. no. 115/1938 appears as against a different regulation of this juridical
institution, a special one, in comparison with the provisions of the Civil Code, and later after the
coming into effect of Law no. 7/1996, as against some arguable transitory provisions. Thus, we
have in mind the conflict between the Romanian Civil Code and D.L. no. 115/1938 in
comparison with two different legislative moments: the application of D.L. no. 115/1938 and the
coming into effect of Law no. 7/1996.
Discussions regarding the applicability of the Romanian Civil Code after applying D.L.
no. 115/1938
After the application of D.L. no. 115/1938, the juridical character of the acquisitive
prescription begun after this moment, both at the level of a theoretical hypothesis and when the
problem of actual solving a certain case arose, has arisen discussions regarding the conflict of
laws between the provisions of the new normative act and the provisions of the Romanian Civil
Code.
Although, as we will show further on, the solution adopted basically favour the
which the real owner is alive) from those regulated by article 27-28 from D.L. no.115/1938[4].
In the same respect, we have a jurisprudential solution[5], according to which, by applying D.L.
no. 115/1938 the provisions of the Romanian Civil Code previously extended in the territories
from across the Carpathians haven't been abrogated.
Neither in judiciary practice is there a unitary view on the matter whether in the regions
which are governed by D.L. no. 115/1938, acquisitive prescription is regulated by the provisions
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of this law or those from the Civil Code. The solution which became essential about the
acquisitive prescription begun after the 12th of July 1947 was and remains that of applying the
stipulations of article 27-28 from D.L. no. 115/1938[6].
Thus,ănotingăthată“in the judiciary practice there isn't a unitary point of view regarding
that if in the regions where the transmission of real estate rights is subject to the law for unifying
the land book provisions from the 27th of April 1938, acquisitive prescription is regulated by the
provisions of this law or those from the Civil Code.[7]”.
Although this orientation has been constant up to our days[8], our supreme court[9], after
almost thirty years, had to give its verdict again on this aspect, starting from the the same reasons
that win the system of land register based on the topographic identification of the buildings and
the principle of integral advertising, the real rights referring to buildings are transmitted,
instituted, modified or extinguished by registering in the land register and the right of property of
the buildings is gained, with the exceptions of the cases deliberately stipulated by the law only
by registering them in the land register and in the case of acquisitive prescription this registering
can be made only under the conditions deliberately stipulated by D.L. no. 115/1938, stated that
“theădifferentăprovisionsăformătheăCivil Code, referring to the acquisitive prescription of building
property right, are not applicable in the territories governed by the regime of land register
advertising”,ăbasedăonătheăprovisionsăofăarticle 48 from Law no. 241/1947.
Coming into Effect of Law no. 7/1996 brings into focus the problem of the law applicable
in the conflict between D.L. no. 115/1938 and the Civil Code
The problem of the conflict between the two normative acts regarding the regulation of
the acquisitive prescription is, as we have shown, the consequence of some transitory
dispositions conceived with higher degree of generality and in a superficial wording.
Further on, the analysis of the consequences of coming into effect of Law no.7/1996 on
acquisitive prescription only takes into account only the situation of the owner who began
possession in the territories of land register before coming into effect of the Law no. 7/1996 but
whose acquisitive prescription term was not achieved before this moment.
The matter of the beginning of possession under D.L. no. 115/1938 and acknowledging
their effects on the grounds of article 27 and 28, after coming into force of Law no. 7/1966, is
closely related to the controversy about the field of applying the new law. In other words, if
before finalizing the land register and the real advertising registers for the territory of each
country in part, the new dispositions will be exclusively applied or, on the contrary, they will
continue to apply the previous real advertising systems, respectively that of the transcription and
inscription registers and that of the old land registers.
The point of view expressed by the doctrine and in the judiciary practice can be concentrated
in two main and diametrically opposed opinions. According to one opinion[10], exclusively
based on the provisions of article 72, paragraph 1-3 (which became will be applied only after
the finalization of land registering and of real advertising land registers in each country in part,
where, at the same time it will stop the applicability of legal provisions which regulate the real
advertising systems applicable up to this moment[11]. Thus, they maintain the coexistence on the
country's territory, for a determinable period of time, of several systems of the existing real
advertising systems (the transcription and inscription registers, the land registers, and the land
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advertising registers), simultaneously with the one which was introduced by Law no. 7/1996,
through land registers.
Along with the provisions of article 72, paragraph 1-3, it is shown, in order to support
this view, that it is not possible to register real rights on grounds of Law no. 7/1996 in the present
day land registers, as it is a application in the land register regions implies new land
measurements and new land registers.
The reflection of this view concentrated, in practice[12], on the idea of not abrogating the
provisions of D.L. no. 115/1938, by the coming into effect of Law no. 7/1996. As a result being
apprehended after the 24th of June 1996, with actions aiming at the ascertainment of acquiring
the ownership right through acquisitive prescription, these instances based their solutions on the
dispositions of article 27-28 form D.L. no. 115/1938[13].
In justifying this point of view the principle previously established was revealed in the
matter, although it wasn't expressed expresis verbis, de lege lata, namely that possession begun
on the grounds of a normative act can produce only the effects which have been acknowledged
since its beginning, irrespective of the moment of term fulfillment, because of the fact that
people who tend to acquisitive prescription subject their actions, to the regulations in force at the
moment, without being able to foresee the eventual legislative transformations/modifications that
will appear until the fulfillment of the acquisitive prescription term.
Although, finally, this is the right solution, in the way the High Court of Justice has
stated, being informed in this respect, with an appeal in the interests of law, we can not agree
with the interpretation of the transitory dispositions of Law no. 7/1996. In the sense of
simultaneous functioning on the country's territory, until the final form of general land
registering of several systems of real publicity.
According to another view[14], based on the systematic interpretation of article 72
paragraph (2) and (3) referring to article 58 paragraph 1, article 59 and 59 of Law no.7/1996 in
the original form, they have come to the conclusion that after coming into effect of Law
no.7/1996, the previous real publicity system stop their applicability being replaced by the new
real publicity system based on the land register, with only effects of opposability towards third
parts of translative juridical act or constitutive to real immobiliary rights[15].
Now, after modifying Law no.7/1996, trough Law no.499/2004I[16] and Law
no.277/2005[17], we consider that this latter opinion undoubtedly reflects, trough the correct
interpretation of article 60I[18] (which became article 58 after republishing it), Law no.7/1996,
ină theă senseă ofă existingă aă uniqueă systemă ofă reală publicity,ă bută whichă doesn’tă excludeă theă
application to transitory situations of the old law provisions (D.L. no.115/1938), but on grounds
of the transitory norm stipulated on the new law.
In the present day regulation[19], article 58, paragraph 1 from Law no. 7/1996
republishedă ită isă stipulatedă thată “in the regions of land register, subject to Decree- Law
no.115/1938 for unifying the dispositions regarding the land registers, or accordingly, the law
no. 242/1947 for transforming the temporary land registers from the Old Realm in land publicity
registers, the registering regarding buildings, included in land registers or, accordingly, in the
land publicity registers, abiding by the provisions of this law”.
This opinion was included in the practice of instances[20] and, even in the case of a right
interpretation of the application of the only system of real publicity introduced by Law no7/1996
whichădoesn’tăestablishătheăspecialăcasesăofăacquiringăaăpropertyătroughăusucapionăwrittenădownă
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in article 27- 28 from D.L. no.115/1938, which leads to the conclusion that it is also applied in
the territories that have previously been subjects to its disciplines, the common law usucapion
regulated by the Civil Code.
In the same respect, the doctrine, involves the previsions of article 60 (in initial drafting)
according to which the actions introduced on grounds of article 22, 33, 28 and 34- 40 from
Decree- Law no. 115/1938[21] on trial at the date of coming into effect of the new law, will be
solved according to the above mentioned prescriptions and not according to those stipulated by
the new law; the same article also stipulates that the juridical decision according to which these
actionsă haveă beenă admittedă ”will be registered in the land register”ă (theă newă landă register)ă ină
order to produce the consecutive effects, according to the existing juridical regime at the date of
being the trial (article 59 applicableă byă analogyă “per a contrario the actions of land register
written down since the 25th of June 1996, will be judged on ground of the norms of Law
no.7/1996. Only that Law no.7/1996 doesn’t include any dispositions regarding usucapion and
thus the usucapion actions introduced by juridical instances beginning with the 25th of June 1996
will be judged on grounds of the norms of the Romanian Civil Code”[22], irrespective of the
moment of being or accomplishing the term of acquisitive prescription. The application, further
on, of the D.L. no.115/1938 will make article 60 useless, or, actus interpretandus est potius ut
valeat quam ut pereat.
Given the purpose for which article 60 of Law no. 7/1996 was initially adapted, it was
concluded that this opinion must be maintained after the modification of its content, trough
O.U.G no. 41/2004 (determined by the fact that the transitory situations this legal text referred to
have passed), from reasons of juridical logics and practically.
Thusătheăappealăinstance[23]ăstatedăthată“in fact the two instances misinterpreted that the
dispositions of D.L. no. 115/1938, regulating usucapion in the conditions of land register in the
cases stipulated by article 27 and article 28 were abrogated at the time of coming into effect of
Law no. 7/1996, a law which doesn’t regulate usucapion as a way of acquiring the property and
allows the application of article 1890 from the Civil Code constituting the common law. Thus
according the article 73 paragraph 2, from Law no. 7/1996, only at the finalization of land
registering work and of real publicity registers for the whole administrative territory of a county
its applicability ends and the Decree- Law no. 115/1938, and according to paragraph 3 of the
same article, after finalizing the land registration in the whole county, among other dispositions
Decree- Law no. 115/1938 is also abrogated. As a consequence, until the finalization of land
registering and real publicity registers, Law no. 7/1996 regulating the new land registers
technically based on land registering, is not applied the legislator’s will, deliberately expressed
in the above –shown dispositions being that of postponing its coming into force, with the
consequence of still applying of the old dispositions of Decree- Law no. 115/1938 in the regions
with a real publicity system trough land registers”.
The actuality of this matter as we tend to believe, has stopped at the moment of
admitting, by the Supreme Court, of the appeal declared by the general prosecutor of the
Prosecutor’să Officeă fromă theă Highă Courtă ofă Justice[24],ă ină theă sense,ă thată ină theă caseă ofă theă
acquisitive prescription begun on the grounds of D.L. no. 115/1938 and accomplished after the
coming into effect of Law no. 7/1996, the actions of ascertaining the acquisitive of property law
trough usucapion in the condition of land register is governed by the dispositions of the old law,
respectively of D.L. no. 115/1938.
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In reason for the decision included the non- uniformity of the solutions pronounced in the
practice of judiciary instances regarding the legal dispositions applicable in the case of actions
coming at ascertaining the acquisitive of property law trough usucapion in the territories in
which the provisions of D.L. no.115/1938 were applied, if the acquisitive prescriptions were
accomplished after coming into effect of Law no. 7/1996.
The Supreme Court retained as should have all the transitory dispositions of Law no.
7/1996 republished art 69 paragraph(2) and (3)[25], and also referred to the conformity of this
interpretation with the principle of regulating the transitive dispositions of different normative
acts which regulated acquisitive prescription along the time, in various regions of the country, as
well as the general principles regarding the application of the civil law in time.
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